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Abstract
Recently, deep learning based video super-resolution
(SR) methods have achieved promising performance. To si-
multaneously exploit the spatial and temporal information
of videos, employing 3-dimensional (3D) convolutions is a
natural approach. However, straight utilizing 3D convolu-
tions may lead to an excessively high computational com-
plexity which restricts the depth of video SR models and
thus undermine the performance. In this paper, we present
a novel fast spatio-temporal residual network (FSTRN) to
adopt 3D convolutions for the video SR task in order to en-
hance the performance while maintaining a low computa-
tional load. Specifically, we propose a fast spatio-temporal
residual block (FRB) that divide each 3D filter to the prod-
uct of two 3D filters, which have considerably lower di-
mensions. Furthermore, we design a cross-space residual
learning that directly links the low-resolution space and
the high-resolution space, which can greatly relieve the
computational burden on the feature fusion and up-scaling
parts. Extensive evaluations and comparisons on bench-
mark datasets validate the strengths of the proposed ap-
proach and demonstrate that the proposed network signif-
icantly outperforms the current state-of-the-art methods.
1. Introduction
Super-resolution (SR) addresses the problem of estimat-
ing a high-resolution (HR) image or video from its low-
resolution (LR) counterpart. SR is wildly used in various
computer vision tasks, such as satellite imaging [4] and
surveillance imaging [18]. Recently, deep learning based
methods have been a promising approach to solve SR prob-
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Figure 1: Comparison of (a) residual block in EDSR[28],
(b) single C3D residual block, and (c) the proposed FRB.
lem [5, 21, 28, 31, 32, 49]. A straight idea for video SR
is to perform single image SR frame by frame. However,
it ignores the temporal correlations among frames, the out-
put HR videos usually lack the temporal consistency, which
may emerge as spurious flickering artifacts [36].
Most existing methods for the video SR task utilize the
temporal fusion techniques to extract the temporal infor-
mation in the data, such as motion compensation [3, 42],
which usually need manually deigned structure and much
more computational consumption. To automatically and
simultaneously exploit the spatial and temporal informa-
tion, it is natural to employ 3-dimensional (3D) filters to
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Figure 2: Visually observations on the orginal frames and the SR results on the Dancing video at ×4 SR, it is noticeable that
the proposed FSTRN approach not only achieves the highest PSNR and SSIM values, but also restores the finest texture with
the fewest artifacts.
replace 2-dimensional (2D) filters. However, the additional
dimension would bring much more parameters and lead to
an excessively heavy computational complexity. This phe-
nomenon severely restricts the depths of the neural network
adopted in the video SR methods and thus undermine the
performance [16].
Since there are considerable similarities between the
input LR videos and the desired HR videos, the resid-
ual connection is widely involved in various SR networks
[21, 26, 28], fully demonstrating the residual connection
advantages. However, the residual identity mapping for SR
task are beyond sufficient usage, it is either applied on HR
space [21, 40], largely increasing the computational com-
plexity of the network, or applied on the LR space to fully
retain the information from the original LR inputs [51], im-
posing heavy burdens on the feature fusion and upscaling
stage at the final part of networks.
To address these problems, we propose fast spatio-
temporal residual network (FSTRN) (Fig. 3) for video SR.
It’s difficult and impractical to build a very deep spatio-
temporal network directly using original 3D convolution
(C3D) due to high computational complexity and memory
limitations. So we propose fast spatio-temporal residual
block (FRB) (Fig. 1c) as the building module for FSTRN,
which consists of skip connection and spatio-temporal fac-
torized C3Ds. The FRB can greatly reduce computational
complexity, giving the network the ability to learn spatio-
temporal features simultaneously while guaranteeing com-
putational efficiency. Also, global residual learning (GRL)
are introduced to utilize the similarities between the input
LR videos and the desired HR videos. On the one hand,
we adopt to use LR space residual learning (LRL) in order
to boost the feature extraction performance. On the other
hand, we further propose a cross-space residual connection
(CRL) to link the LR space and HR space directly. Through
CRL, LR videos are employed as an “anchor” to retain the
spatial information in the output HR videos.
Theoretical analyses of the proposed method provide a
generalization bound O(1/√n) with no explicitly depen-
dence on the network size (n is the sample size), which
guarantees the feasibility of our algorithm on unseen data.
Thorough empirical studies on benchmark datasets evalu-
ation validate the superiority of the proposed FSTRN over
existing algorithms.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper are
threefold:
• We propose a novel framework fast spatio-temporal
residual network (FSTRN) for high-quality video SR.
The network can exploit spatial and temporal informa-
tion simultaneously. By this way, we retain the tempo-
ral consistency and ease the problem of spurious flick-
ering artifacts.
• We propose a novel fast spatio-temporal residual block
(FRB), which divides each 3D filter to the product of
two 3D filters which have significantly lower dimen-
sions. By this way, we significantly reduce the com-
puting load while enhance the performance through
deeper neural network architectures.
• We propose to employ global residual learning (GRL)
which consist of LR space residual learning (LRL) and
cross-space residual learning (CRL) to utilize the con-
siderable similarity between the input LR videos and
the output HR videos, which significantly improve the
performance.
2. Related work
2.1. Single-image SR with CNNs
In recent years, convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
have achieved significant success in many computer vision
tasks [14, 24, 25, 37, 39], including the super-resolution
(SR) problem. Dong et al. pioneered a three layer deep
fully convolutional network known as the super-resolution
convolutional neural network (SRCNN) to learn the non-
linear mapping between LR and HR images in the end-to-
end manner [5, 6]. Since then, many research has been
presented, which are usually based on deeper network and
more advanced techniques.
As the network deepens, residual connections have been
a promising approach to relieve the optimization difficulty
for deep neural networks [14]. Combining residual learn-
ing, Kim et al. propose a very deep convolutional network
[21] and a deeply-recursive convolutional network (DRCN)
[22]. These two models significantly boost the perfor-
mance, which demonstrate the potentials of the residual
learning in the SR task. Tai et al. present a deep recur-
sive residual network (DRRN) with recursive blocks and
a deep densely connected network with memory blocks
[40], which further demonstrates the superior performance
of residual learning.
All the above methods work on interpolated upscaled in-
put images. However, directly feeding interpolated images
into neural networks can result in a significantly high com-
putational complexity. To address this problem, an efficient
sub-pixel convolutional layer [36] and transposed convolu-
tional layer [7] are proposed in order to upscale the feature
maps to a fine resolution at the end of the network.
Other methods employing residual connections include
EDSR [28], SRResNet [26], SRDenseNet [45] to RDN
[51]. However, residual connections are limited within the
LR space. These residuals can enhance the performance of
feature extraction but would put a excessively heavy load
on the up-scaling and fusion parts of the network.
2.2. Video SR with CNNs
Based on image SR methods and further to grasp the
temporal consistency, most existing methods employ a
sliding frames window [3, 19, 20, 27, 42]. To handle
spatio-temporal information simultaneously, existing meth-
ods usually utilize temporal fusion techniques, such as
motion compensation [3, 20, 27, 42], bidirectional recur-
rent convolutional networks (BRCN) [15], long short-term
memory networks (LSTM) [11]. Sajjadi et al. use a dif-
ferent way by using a frame-recurrent approach where the
previous estimated SR frames are also redirected into the
network, which encourages more temporally consistent re-
sults [35].
A more natural approach to learn spatio-temporal in-
formation is to employ 3D convolutions (C3D), which has
shown superior performances in video learning [17, 46, 47].
Caballero et al. [3] mentioned the slow fusion can also be
seen as C3D. In addition, Huang et al. [16] improved BRCN
using C3D, allowing the model to flexibly obtain access to
varying temporal contexts in a natural way, but the network
is still shallow. In this work, we aimed to build a deep end-
to-end video SR network with C3D and maintain high effi-
ciency of computational complexity.
3. Fast spatio-temporal residual network
3.1. Network structure
In this section, we describe the structure details of the
proposed fast spatio-temporal residual network (FSTRN).
As shown in Fig. 3, FSTRN mainly consists of four
parts: LR video shallow feature extraction net (LFENet),
fast spatio-temporal residual blocks (FRBs), LR feature fu-
sion and up-sampling SR net (LSRNet), and global residual
learning (GRL) part composing by LR space residual learn-
ing (LRL) and cross-space residual learning (CRL).
LFENet simply uses a C3D layer to extract features
from the LR videos. Let’s denote the input and output of
the FSTRN as ILR and ISR and the target output IHR, the
LFENet can be represented as:
FL0 = HLFE (ILR) , (3.1)
where FL0 is the output of extracted feature-maps, and
HLFE (·) denotes C3D operation in the LFENet. FL0 is
then used for later LR space global residual learning and
also used as input to FRBs for further feature extraction.
FRBs are used to extract spatio-temporal features on the
LFENet output. Assuming thatD of FRBs are used, the first
FRB performs on the LFENet output, and the subsequent
FRB further extract features on the previous FRB output, so
the output FLd of the d-th FRB can be expressed as:
FLd = HFRB,d
(
FLd−1
)
= HFRB,d
(
HFRB,d−1
(· · · (HFRB,1 (FL0 )) · · · )) ,
(3.2)
where HFRB,d denotes the operations of the d-th FRB,
more details about the FRB will be shown in Section 3.2.
Along with the FRBs, LR space residual learning (LRL)
is conducted to further improve feature learning in LR
space. LRL makes fully use of feature from the preceding
layers and can be obtained by
FLLRL = HLRL
(
FLD , F
L
0
)
, (3.3)
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Figure 3: The architecture of our proposed fast spatio-temporal residual network (FSTRN).
where FLLRL is the output feature-maps of LRL by utilizing
a composite function HLRL. More details will be presented
in Section 3.3.
LSRNet is applied to obtain super-resolved video in HR
space after the efficient feature extraction of LRL. Specifi-
cally, we use a C3D for feature fusion followed by a decon-
volution [9] for upscaling and again a C3D for feature-map
channels tuning in the LSRNet. The output FLSR can be for-
mulated as:
FLSR = HLSR
(
FLLRL
)
, (3.4)
where HLSR (·) denotes the operations of LSRNet.
At last, the network output is composed of the FLSR from
the LSRNet and an additional LR to HR space global resid-
ual, forming a cross-space residual learning (CRL) in HR
space. The detail of the CRL is also given in Section 3.3.
So denote a SR mapping of input from LR space to HR
space be FHSR, the output of FSTRN can be obtained as
ISR = HFSTRN (ILR) = F
L
SR + F
H
SR, (3.5)
where HFSTRN represents the function of the proposed
FSTRN method.
3.2. Fast spatio-temporal residual blocks
Now we present details about the proposed fast spatio-
temporal residual block (FRB), which is shown in Fig. 1.
Residual blocks have been proven to show excellent per-
formances in computer vision, especially in the low-level to
high-level tasks [21, 26]. Lim et al. [28] proposed a mod-
ified residual block by removing the batch normalization
layers from the residual block in SRResNet, as shown in
Figure 1a, which showed a great improvement in single-
image SR tasks. To apply residual blocks to multi-frame
SR, we simply reserve only one convolutional layer, but in-
flate the 2D filter to 3D, which is similar to [17]. As shown
in Figure 1b, the k × k square filter is expanded into a
k × k × k cubic filter, endowing the residual block with
an additional temporal dimension.
After the inflation, the ensuing problems are obvious, in
that it takes much more parameters than 2D convolution,
accompanied by more computations. To solve this, we pro-
pose a novel fast spatio-temporal residual block (FRB) by
factorizing the C3D on the above single 3D residual block
into two step spatio-temporal C3Ds, i.e., we replace the in-
flated k×k×k cubic filter with a 1×k×k filter followed by
a k × 1× 1 filter, which has been proven to perform better,
in both training and test loss [47, 50], as shown in Figure
1c. Also, we change the rectified linear unit (ReLU) [10] to
its variant PReLU, in which the slopes of the negative part
are learned from the data rather than predefined [13]. So the
FRB can be formulated as:
FLd = F
L
d−1 +Wd,t
(
Wd,s
(
σ
(
FLd−1
)))
, (3.6)
where σ denoted the PReLU [13] activation function. Wd,s
and Wd,t correspond to weights of the spatial convolution
and the temporal convolution in FRB, respectively, where
the bias term is not shown. In this way, the computational
cost can be greatly reduced, which will be shown in Sec-
tion 5.2. Consequently, we can build a larger, C3D-based
model to directly video SR under limited computing re-
sources with better performance.
3.3. Global residual learning
In this section, we describe the proposed global residual
learning (GRL) on both LR and HR space. For SR tasks,
input and output are highly correlated, so the residual con-
nection between the input and output is wildly employed.
However, previous works either perform residual learning
on amplified inputs, which would lead to high computa-
tional costs, or perform residual connection directly on the
input-output LR space, followed by upscaling layers for fea-
ture fusion and upsamping, which puts a lot of pressure on
these layers.
To address these problems, we come up with global
residual learning (GRL) on both LR and HR space, which
mainly consists of two parts: LR space residual learning
(LRL) and cross-space residual learning (CRL).
LR space residual learning (LRL) is introduced along
with the FRBs in LR space. We apply a residual connection
with a followed parametric rectified linear unit (PReLU)
[13] for it. Considering the high similarities between in-
put frames, we also introduced a dropout [38] layer to en-
hance the generalization ability of the network. So the out-
put FLLRL of LRL can be obtained by:
FLLRL = HLRL
(
FLD , F
L
0
)
= σL
(
FLD + F
L
0
)
, (3.7)
where σL denoted the combination function of PReLU ac-
tivation and dropout layer.
Cross-space residual learning (CRL) uses a simple SR
mapping to directly map the LR video to HR space, and then
adds to the LSRNet result FLSR, forming a global residual
learning in HR space. Specifically, CRL introduces a in-
terpolated LR to the output, which can greatly alleviate the
burden on the LSRNet, helping improve the SR results. The
LR mapping to HR space can be represented as:
FHSR = HCRL (ILR) , (3.8)
where FHSR is a super-resolved input mapping on HR space.
HCRL denotes the operations of the mapping function. The
mapping function is selected to be as simple as possible so
as not to introduce too much additional computational cost,
including bilinear, nearest, bicubic, area, and deconvolution
based interpolations.
The effectiveness of GRL and the selection of SR map-
ping method is demonstrated in Section 5.3.
3.4. Network learning
In training, we use l1 loss function for training. To deal
with the l1 norm, we use the Charbonnier penalty function
ρ (x) =
√
x2 + ε2 for the approximation.
Let θ be the parameters of network to be optimized, ISR
be the network outputs. Then the objective function is de-
fined as:
L (ISR, IHR; θ) = 1
N
N∑
n=1
ρ (InHR − InSR) (3.9)
where N is the batch size of each training. Here we em-
pirically set ε = 1e − 3. Note that although the network
produces the same frames as the input, we focus on the re-
construction of the center frame from the input frames in
this work. As a result, our loss function is mainly related to
the center frame of the input frames.
4. Theoretical analysis
In learning theory, we usually use generalization error to
express the generalization capability of an algorithm, which
is defined as the difference between the expected riskR and
the empirical risk Rˆ of the algorithm. In this section, we
study the generalization ability of FSTRN. Specifically, we
first give an upper bound for the covering number N (H)
(covering bound) of the hypothesis space H induced by
FSTRN. This covering bound constrain the complexity of
FSTRN. Then we obtain an O
(√
1
n
)
upper bound for the
generalization error (generalization bound) of FSTRN. This
generalization bound gives a theoretical guarantee to our
proposed algorithms.
As Fig. 1c shows, FRB is obtained by adding an identity
mapping to a chain-like neural network with one PReLU
and two convolutional layers. Bartlett et al. proves that most
standard nonlinearities are Lipschitz-continuous (including
PReLU) [1]. Suppose the affine transformations introduced
by the two convolutional operators can be respectively ex-
pressed by weight matrices Ai1 and A
i
2. Expect all FRBs,
from the input end of the stem to the output end, there are
1 convolutional layer, 1 PReLU, 1 upscale, and 1 convo-
lutional layer (we don’t consider dropout here). They can
be respectively expressed by weight matrix A1, nonlinear-
ity σ1, weight matrix A2, and weight matrix A3. As Fig.
3 shows, LR residual learning is an identity mapping and
HR residual learning can be expressed by a weight matrix
AHR. We can further obtain an upper bound for the hypoth-
esis space induced by FSTRN as follows.
Theorem 1 (Covering bound for FSTRN). For the i-th FRB
(i = 1, . . . , D), suppose the Lipschitz constant of the PReLU
is ρi, and the spectral norm of the weight matrices are
bounded: ‖Ai1‖σ ≤ si1 and ‖Ai2‖σ ≤ si2. Also, suppose
there are two reference matrices M i1 and M
i
2 respectively
for Ai1 and A
i
2, which are satisfied that ‖Aii −M ii ‖σ ≤ bii,
i = 1, 2. Similarly, suppose the spectral norm of weight
matrices A1, A2, A3, and AHR are respectively upper
bounded by s1, s2, s3, and sHR. Also, there are 4 corre-
sponding reference matrices Mi, i ∈ {1, 2, 3, HR} such
that ‖Ai − Mi‖ ≤ bi. Meanwhile, suppose the Lipschitz
constant of nonlinearity σ1 is ρ1. Then, the ε-covering num-
ber satisfies that
N (H) ≤b
2
1‖X‖22α¯
ε2
log
(
2W 2
)
+
D∑
d=1
NFRB(d)
+ (∗) b
2
2
ε22
log
(
2W 2
) [( b2
ε2
)2
+
(
s2b3
ε3
)2]
+
b2HR‖X‖22
ε2
log
(
2W 2
)
, (4.1)
where
NFRB(d) =
(‖X‖2s1ρd
εd
)2 d∏
i=1
[(
ρisi1s
i
2
)2
+ 1
]
[(
bd1
)2 (
1 + sd2
)2
+
(
bd2s
d
1
)2]
, (4.2)
(∗) = (‖X‖2s1ρ1)2
D∏
d=1
[(
ρdsd1s
d
2
)2
+ 1
]
, (4.3)
εd =
ε− sHR − 1
α¯
d∏
i=1
[
ρi(1 + si1)(1 + s
i
2) + 1
]
, (4.4)
ε2 =
ε− sHR − 1
α¯
{
D∏
i=1
[
ρi(1 + si1)(1 + s
i
2) + 1
]
+ 1
}
ρ1(1 + s2) + sHR + 1, (4.5)
and
α¯ =

D∏
j=1
[
ρj(1 + sj1)(1 + s
j
2) + 1
] ρ1(1 + s2), (4.6)
A detailed proof is omitted here and given in the ap-
pendix based on [2, 12]. Finally, we can obtain the fol-
lowing theorem. For the brevity, we denote the right-hand
side (RHS) of eq. (4.1) as Rε .
Theorem 2 (Generalization Bound for FSTRN). For any
real δ ∈ (0, 1), with probability at least 1− δ, the following
inequality holds for any hypothesis Fθ:
R(Fθ)
≤Rˆ(Fθ) + 8
N
3
2
+
36
N
√
R logN + 3
√
log(2/δ)
2N
. (4.7)
Theorem 2 can be obtained from Theorem 1. A de-
tailed proof is given in the appendix. Eq. (4.7) gives an
O
(
1/
√
N
)
generalization bound for our proposed algo-
rithm FSTRN. Another strength of our result is that all fac-
tors involved do not explicitly rely on the size of our neural
network, which could be extremely large. This strength can
prevent the proposed result from meaninglessness. Overall,
this result theoretically guarantees the feasibility and gener-
alization ability of our method.
5. Experiments
In this section, we first analyze the contributions of the
network and then present the experimental results obtained
to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed model on
benchmark datasets quantitatively and qualitatively.
5.1. Settings
Datasets and metrics. For a fair comparison with exist-
ing works, we used 25 YUV format benchmark video se-
quences as our training sets, which have been previously
used in [15, 16, 30, 34, 41]. We tested the proposed model
on the benchmark challenging videos same as [15] with the
same settings, including the Dancing, Flag, Fan, Treadmill
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Figure 4: Convergence analysis on different degradation
models (a) and different interpolation method for CRL (b).
The curves for each combination are based on the PSNR on
test video with scaling factor ×4 in 200 epochs.
and Turbine videos, which contain complex motions with
severe motion blur and aliasing. Following [5, 44], SR was
only applied on the luminance channel (the Y channel in
YCbCr color space), and performances were evaluated with
the peak signal-to-noise ratio (PSNR) and structural simi-
larity (SSIM) on the luminance channel.
Training settings. Data augmentation was performed on
the 25 YUV video sequences dataset. Following [15, 16], to
enlarge the training set, we trained the model in a volume-
based way by cropping multiple overlapping volumes from
the training videos. During the cropping, we took a large
spatial size as 144 × 144 and the temporal step as 5, and
the spatial and temporal strides were set as 32 and 10, re-
spectively. Furthermore, inspired by [43], the flipped and
transposed versions of the training volumes were consid-
ered. Specifically, we rotated the original images by 90◦
and flipped them horizontally and vertically. As a result,
we could generate 13020 volumes from the original video
dataset. After this, both of the training and testing LR inputs
generating processes are divided into two stages: smoothing
each original frame by a Gaussian filter with a standard de-
viation of 2, and downsampling the preceding frames using
the bicubic method. In addition, to maintain the number of
output frames equal to original video in the test stage, frame
padding was applied at the test videos head and tail.
In these experiments, we focused on video SR of upscale
factor 4, which is usually considered the most challenging
and universal case in video SR. The number of FRBs and
the dropout rate were empirically set to be 5 and 0.3. The
Adam optimizer [23] was used to minimize the loss function
with standard back-propagation. We started with a step size
of 1e − 4 and then reduced it by a factor of 10 when the
training loss stopped going down. The batch size was set
depending on the GPU memory size.
5.2. Study of FRB
In this section, we investigate the effect of the proposed
FRB on efficiency. We analyze the computational efficiency
Methods Dancing Treadmill Flag Fan Turbine AveragePSNR / SSIM PSNR / SSIM PSNR / SSIM PSNR / SSIM PSNR / SSIM PSNR / SSIM
Bicubic 26.78 / 0.83 21.58 / 0.65 26.97 / 0.78 33.42 / 0.93 26.06 / 0.76 27.80 / 0.80
SRCNN[5] 27.91 / 0.87 22.61 / 0.73 28.71 / 0.83 34.25 / 0.94 27.84 / 0.81 29.20 / 0.84
SRGAN[26] 27.11 / 0.84 22.40 / 0.72 28.19 / 0.83 33.48 / 0.93 27.38 / 0.81 28.65 / 0.84
RDN[51] 27.51 / 0.82 22.69 / 0.72 28.62 / 0.82 34.46 / 0.93 28.10 / 0.82 29.30 / 0.84
BRCN[15] 28.08 / 0.88 22.67 / 0.74 28.86 / 0.84 34.15 / 0.94 27.63 / 0.82 29.16 / 0.85
VESPCN[3] 27.89 / 0.86 22.46 / 0.74 29.01 / 0.85 34.40 / 0.94 28.19 / 0.83 29.40 / 0.85
FSTRN(ours) 28.66 / 0.89 23.06 / 0.76 29.81 / 0.88 34.79 / 0.95 28.57 / 0.84 29.95 / 0.87
Table 1: Comparison of the PSNR and SSIM results for the test video sequences by Bicubic, SRCNN[5], SRGAN[26],
RDN[51], BRCN[15], VESPCN[3], and our FSTRN with scale factor 4.
of the FRB compared to the residual block built directly us-
ing C3D (C3DRB). Supposing we have all input and output
feature-map size of 64, each input consists 5 frames with
the size 32 × 32, then a detail params and floating-point
operations (FLOPs) comparison of the proposed FRB and
the C3DRB are summarized in Table 2. It’s obvious to see
that the FRB can greatly reduce parameters and calculations
by more than half amount. In this way, the computational
cost can be greatly reduced, so we can build a larger, C3D-
based model to directly video SR under limited computing
resources with better performance.
Blocks #Params #FLOPs
C3DRB ∼ 111K ∼ 566M
FRB ∼ 49K ∼ 252M
Reduce ratio 55.86% 55.48%
Table 2: #Params and #FLOPs comparisons of one residual
block using single C3D (Fig. 1b) and one FRB (Fig. 1c).
5.3. Ablation investigations
We conducted ablation investigation to analyze the con-
tributions of FRBs and GRL with different degradation
models in this section. Fig. 4a shows the convergence
curves of the degradation models, including: 1) the baseline
obtained without FRB, CRL and LRL (FSTRN F0C0L0);
2) baseline integrated with FRBs (FSTRN F1C0L0); 3)
baseline with FRBs and LRL (FSTRN F1C0L1); 4)
baseline with all components of FRBs, CRL and LRL
(FSTRN F1C1L1), which is our FSTRN. The number D
of FRBs was set to 5, and CRL uses bilinear interpolation.
The baseline converges slowly and performs relatively
poor (green curve), and the additional FRBs greatly im-
prove the performance (blue curve), which can be due to
the efficient inter-frame features capture capabilities. As
expected, LRL further improved network performance (ma-
genta curve). Finally, the addition of CRL was applied (red
curve), constituted GRL on both LR and HR space. It can
be clearly seen that the network performed faster conver-
gence speed and better performance, which demonstrated
the effectiveness and superior ability of FRB and GRL.
Furthermore, to show how different interpolation meth-
ods in CRL affect the network performance, we investi-
gated different interpolation method for CRL. Specifically,
we explored bilinear, nearest, bicubic, area and deconvolu-
tion based interpolations. As shown in Fig. 4b, different
interpolation method except deconvolution behaved almost
the same, reason for this is because the deconvolution needs
a process to learn the upsampling filers, while other meth-
ods do not need. All the different interpolation method con-
verged to almost the same performance, indicated that the
performance improvement of FSTRN is attributed to the in-
troduction of GRL, and has little to do with specific inter-
polation method in CRL.
5.4. Comparisons with state-of-the-art
We compared the proposed method with different single-
image SR methods and state-of-the-art multi-frame SR
methods, both quantitatively and qualitatively, including
Bicubic interpolation, SRCNN [5, 6], SRGAN [26], RDN
[51], BRCN [15, 16] and VESPCN [3]. The number D of
FRBs was set to 5 in following comparisons and the upscale
method of CRL was set to bilinear interpolation.
The quantitative results of all the methods are summa-
rized in Table 1, where the evaluation measures are the
PSNR and SSIM indices. Specifically, compared with the
state-of-the-art SR methods, the proposed FSTRN shows
significant improvement, surpassing them 0.55 dB and 0.2
on average PSNR and SSIM respectively.
In addition to the quantitative evaluation, we present
some qualitative results in terms of single-frame (in Figure
2) and multi-frame (in Figure 5) SR comparisons, showing
visual comparisons between the original frames and the ×4
SR results. It is easy to see that the proposed FSTRN re-
covers the finest details and produces most pleasing results,
both visually and with regard to the PSNR/SSIM indices.
(a) Original (b) SRCNN (c) RDN (d) BRCN (e) VESPCN (f) FSTRN
Figure 5: Comparison between original frames (1st ∼ 5th frames, from the top row to bottom) of the Flag video and the
SR results obtained by SRCNN, RDN, BRCN, VESPCN and FSTRN, respectively. Our results show sharper outputs with
smoother inter-frame transitions compared to other works.
Our results show sharper outputs and even in grid process-
ing, which is recognized as the most difficult to deal in SR,
the FSTRN can handle it very well, showing promising per-
formance.
6. Conclusion
In this paper, we present a novel fast spatio-temporal
residual network (FSTRN) for video SR problem. We also
design a new fast spatio-temporal residual block (FRB) to
extract spatio-temporal features simultaneously while as-
suring high computational efficiency. Besides the residuals
used on the LR space to enhance the feature extraction per-
formance, we further propose a cross-space residual learn-
ing to exploit the similarities between the low-resolution
(LR) input and the high-resolution (HR) output. Theoreti-
cal analysis provides guarantee on the generalization ability,
and empirical results validate the strengths of the proposed
approach and demonstrate that the proposed network signif-
icantly outperforms the current state-of-the-art SR methods.
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A. Proof
This appendix collects all the proofs omitted from the
main text.
A.1. Preliminary
This subsection gives the background knowledges nec-
essary to the development of the theoretical analysis.
A tuned FSTRN induces a hypothesis function that maps
from low-resolution videos to high-resolution videos. For
the brevity, we denote the hypothesis function as
Fθ : RnLR → RnHR , (A.1)
ILR 7→ IHR, (A.2)
where θ is the tuned parameter, and nLR and nLR are re-
spectively the dimensions of the low-resolution space and
the high-resolution space. Suppose all the hypothesis func-
tions Fθ computed by FSTRN constitute a hypothesis space
H. To measure the performance of the hypothesis function,
we define an object function in the main text as eq. (3.9).
The corresponding loss function is defined as follows:
l (ISR, IHR; θ) =ρ (IHR − ISR)
=
√
(IHR − ISR)2 + ε2, (A.3)
where IHR and ILR are respectively the output (high-
resolution image/video) and input (low-resolution im-
age/video), and ρ (x) =
√
x2 + ε2 is Charbonnier penalty
function. Based on the loss function l(ISR, IHR, Fθ), the
expected risk, in term of the hypothesis function Fθ, is de-
fined as follows:
R(Fθ) = EISR,IHR l(ISR, IHR, Fθ). (A.4)
Similarly, the empirical risk is defined as
Rˆ(Fθ) = L(Fθ) = 1
N
N∑
n=1
l(InSR, I
n
HR, Fθ), (A.5)
where InSR and I
n
HR denote the n-th instance in the training
set, and N is the sample size, and we redefine the empirical
risk as Rˆ in accordance with the convention. Finally, the
generalization error of hypothesis function F (θ) is defined
as the difference between the expected risk R(Fθ) and the
corresponding empirical risk Rˆ(Fθ).
As the principle of Occam’s razor says, the generaliza-
tion capability of an algorithm is dependent with the com-
plexity of its corresponding hypothesis space (hypothesis
complexity): a complex algorithms tend to have a poor gen-
eralization ability. In learning theory, three classic mea-
surements of hypothesis complexity are respectively VC-
dimension, Rademacher complexity, and covering number
(see, respectively, [2], [48], and [8]). An classic result in
learning theory expresses the negative correlation between
the generalization error of an algorithm and the correspond-
ing Rademacher complexity Rˆ(H) as the following lemma.
Lemma 3 (cf. [33], Theorem 3.1). For any δ > 0, with
probability at least 1 − δ, the following inequality hold for
all Fθ ∈ H:
R(Fθ) ≤ Rˆ(Fθ) + 2Rˆ(l ◦ H) + 3
√
log 2δ
2N
, (A.6)
where l ◦ H is defined as
l ◦ H , {l ◦ F : F ∈ H}. (A.7)
Computing the empirical Rademacher complexity of
neural network could be extremely difficult and thus still
remains an open problem. Fortunately, the empirical
Rademacher complexity can be upper bounded by the corre-
sponding ε-covering numberN(H, ε, ‖·‖2) as the following
lemma states.
Lemma 4 (cf. [1], Lemma A.5). Suppose 0 ∈ H and all
conditions in Lemma 3 hold. Then
Rˆ(H)
≤ inf
α>0
(
4α√
n
+
12
n
∫ √n
α
√
logN (l ◦ H, ε, ‖ · ‖2)dε
)
.
(A.8)
Some recent works study the hypothesis complexity of
deep neural networks and provide upper bounds of the
corresponding hypothesis spaces. [1] gives a spectrally-
normalised covering bound and a generalization bound for
all chain-like neural networks. [12] focuses on the deep
neural networks with shortcut connections and gives a cov-
ering bound and a corresponding generalization bound.
Specifically, for a deep neural network with residual con-
nections, suppose the “stem” is obtained by discarding all
residual connections. Apparently, it is a chain-like neural
network and can be expressed by the following formula:
S = (A1, σ1, A2, σ2, . . . , AL, σL), (A.9)
where Ai, i = 1, . . . , L are weight matrices and σi are non-
linearities. Meanwhile, we denote all residual connections
as Vj , j ∈ J , where J is the index set. Suppose the output
of the i-th layer (constituted by the weight matrixAi and the
nonlinearity σi) is Fi, and all possible outputs Fi constitute
a hypothesis spaceHSi . Similarly, all outputs of the residual
connection Vj constitute a hypothesis spaceHVj . In this pa-
per, our theoretical analysis is developed based on the two
works stated above. Specifically, the covering bounds given
by [12, 1] are respectively as follows.
Lemma 5 (see [12], Theorem 1). Suppose the εSi -covering
number ofHSi isN Si and the εVj -covering number ofHVj is
N Vi . Then there exists an ε in terms of all εSi and εVj , such
that the following inequality holds:
N (H) ≤
L∏
i=1
N Si
∏
j∈J
N jV . (A.10)
Lemma 6 (cf. [1], Lemma A.7). Suppose there are
L weight matrices in a chain-like neural network. Let
(ε1, . . . , εL) be given. Suppose the L weight matrices
(A1, . . . , AL) lies in B1× . . .×BL, where Bi is a ball cen-
tered at 0 with the radius of si, i.e., Bi = {Ai : ‖Ai‖ ≤ si}.
Furthermore, suppose the input data matrix X is restricted
in a ball centred at 0 with the radius of B, i.e., ‖X‖ ≤ B.
Suppose F is a hypothesis function computed by the neural
network. If we define:
H = {F (X) : Ai ∈ Bi, Au,v,st ∈ Bu,v,st }, (A.11)
where i = 1, . . . , L, (u, v, s) ∈ IV , and t ∈
{1, . . . , Lu,v,s}. Let ε = ∑Lj=1 εjρj∏Ll=j+1 ρlsl. Then
we have the following inequality:
N (H) ≤
L∏
i=1
sup
Ai−1∈Bi−1
Ni, (A.12)
where Ai−1 = (A1, . . . , Ai−1), Bi−1 = B1 × . . . × Bi−1,
and
Ni = N
({
AiFAi−1(X) : Ai ∈ Bi
}
εi, ‖ · ‖
)
. (A.13)
A.2. Covering bound of FSTRN
This subsection gives a detailed proof for the covering
bound of FSTRN. We first recall a result by Bartlett et al.
[1].
Lemma 7 (cf. [1], Lemma 3.2). Let conjugate exponents
(p, q) and (r, s) be given with p ≤ 2, as well as positive re-
als (a, b, ε) and positive integer m. Let matrix X ∈ Rn×d
be given with ‖X‖p ≤ b. Let HA denote the family of ma-
trices obtained by evaluating X with all choices of matrix
A:
HA ,
{
XA|A ∈ Rd×m, ‖A‖q,s ≤ a
}
. (A.14)
Then
logN (HA, ε, ‖ · ‖2) ≤
⌈
a2b2m2/r
ε2
⌉
log(2dm). (A.15)
This covering bound constrains the hypothesis complex-
ity contributed by a single weight matrix.
As Figure 3 shows, suppose all hypothesis functions
FL0 , F
L
1 , . . . , F
L
D , F
L
Up, F
L
SR respectively constitute a series
of hypothesis spaces HL0 ,HL1 , . . . ,HLD,HLUp,HLSR.
For the brevity, we rewrite those notations re-
spectively as FL0 , F
L
1 , . . . , F
L
D , F
L
D+1, F
L
D+2, and
HL0 ,HL1 , . . . ,HLD,HLD+1,HLD+2. Also, sup-
pose the covering number respectively with
the radiuses εL0 , ε
L
1 , . . . , ε
L
D, ε
L
D+1, ε
L
D+2 are
N (HL0 ),N (HL1 ), . . . ,N (HLD),N (HLD+1),N (HLD+2).
Proof of Theorem 1. Employing Lemma 5, we can straight
obtain the following inequality.
logN (H) ≤
D∑
d=0
logN (HLd ). (A.16)
Applying eq. (A.15) of Lemma 7, we can obtain the follow-
ing result. We first calculate the covering bound of FRBs.
Denote the PReLU in the d-th FRB as σd and denote the
weight matrices corresponding to the 2 convolutional layers
respectively as Ad1 and A
d
2. Then, for d = 1, . . . , D,
logN (Hd+1)
≤ (b
d+1
1 )
2‖σd(Fd(XT )T )‖22
(εd+11 )
2
log(2W 2)
+
(bd+12 )
2‖Ad+11 σd+1(Fd(XT )T )‖22
(εd+12 )
2
log(2W 2).
(A.17)
Apparently,
‖σd+1(Fd(XT )T )‖22 ≤ (ρd+1)2‖Fd(XT )T ‖22, (A.18)
and
‖Ad+11 σd+1(Fd(XT )T )‖22
≤(sd+11 )2‖σd+1(Fd(XT )T )‖22
≤(sd+11 ρd+1)2‖Fd(XT )T ‖22. (A.19)
Also, motivated by the proof of Lemma 4.3 of [12], we can
obtain the following equations.
εd+11 = ε
L
d ρ
d+1, (A.20)
εd+12 = ε
d+1
1 (1 + s
d+1
1 ) = ε
L
d ρ
d+1(1 + sd+11 ), (A.21)
and
εLd+1 = ε
d+1
2 (1 + s
d+1
2 )
= εLd ρ
d+1(1 + sd+11 )(1 + s
d+1
2 ). (A.22)
Applying eqs. (A.18), (A.19), (A.20), (A.21), (A.22) to eq.
(A.17), we can obtain a covering bound for FRBs as fol-
lows.
logN (Hd+1)
≤‖Fd(X)‖
2
2
(εLd+1)
2
log
(
2W 2
)
(ρd+1)2[
(bd+11 )
2(1 + sd+11 )
2 + (bd+12 )
2(sd+11 )
2
]
. (A.23)
By applying eq. (A.19) and the induction method, we
can straight get the following inequality:
logN (Hd+1)
≤
d∏
i=1
[(
ρisi1s
i
2
)2
+ 1
] [(
bd1
)2 (
1 + sd2
)2
+
(
bd2s
d
1
)2]
(‖X‖2s1ρd
εd
)2
. (A.24)
Similarly, we can also get the following inequalities.
logN (H1) ≤ b
2
1‖X‖22α¯
ε2
log
(
2W 2
)
, (A.25)
logN (HD+1) ≤
1 +
D∑
i=1
i∏
j=1
[
(ρj)2(sj1s
j
2)
2 + 1
]
‖X‖22ρ21
b22
ε22
log
(
2W 2
) b22
ε22
, (A.26)
logN (HD+2) ≤
1 +
D∑
i=1
i∏
j=1
[
(ρj)2(sj1s
j
2)
2 + 1
]
‖X‖22ρ21
b22
ε22
log
(
2W 2
)
s22
b23
ε23
+
b21‖X‖22
ε2
log
(
2W 2
)
. (A.27)
Applying eqs. (A.24, A.25, A.26, and A.27) to eq. (A.16),
we eventually prove the theorem.
A.3. Generalization Bound for FSTRN
The Theorem 2 is the same as Theorem 4.4 of [12]. For
the completeness of this paper, we restate the proof here.
Proof of Theorem 2. We prove this theorem in 2 steps:
(1) First apply Lemma 4 to get an upper bound on the
Rademacher complexity; and then (2) Apply the result of
(1) to Lemma 3 in order to get a generalization bound.
(1) Upper bound on the Rademacher complexity.
Applying eq. (A.8) of Lemma 4, we can get the follow-
ing inequality:
R(Hλ|D) ≤ inf
α>0
(
4α√
n
+
12
n
∫ √n
α
√
logN (H)dε
)
≤ inf
α>0
(
4α√
n
+
12
n
∫ √n
α
√
R
ε
dε
)
≤ inf
α>0
(
4α√
n
+
12
n
√
R log
√
n
α
)
. (A.28)
Apparently, the infinimum is reached uniquely at α =
3
√
R
n . Here, we use a choice α =
1
n , and get the following
inequality:
R(Hλ|D) ≤ 4
n
3
2
+
18
n
√
R log n. (A.29)
(2) Upper bound on the generalization error.
Combining with Lemma 3, we get the following inequal-
ity:
Pr{arg max
i
F (x)i 6= y}
≤Rˆλ(F ) + 8
n
3
2
+
36
n
√
R log n+ 3
√
log(1/δ)
2n
. (A.30)
The proof is completed.
B. Empirical Results
This appendix collects all empirical results omitted from
the main text. Our algorithm outperforms the state-of-the-
art methods in both qualitative and quantitative aspects.
B.1. Quantitatively Results
The quantitative results of all the methods on Vid4 [29]
are summarized in Table 3, where the evaluation measures
are the PSNR and SSIM indices. As demonstrated in Table
3, our algorithm has excellent robustness in different sce-
narios and outperforms all other methods.
B.2. Qualitatitve Results
We also qualitatively compare our algorithm with sev-
eral existing algorithms, Bicubic, SRCNN[5], SRGAN[26],
RDN[51], BRCN[15], VESPCN[3], and our FSTRN. The
comparison experiments are all with scale factor 4. The
qualitative results also illustrate the excellent performance
of our algorithm.
Methods City Calendar Walk Foliage AveragePSNR / SSIM PSNR / SSIM PSNR / SSIM PSNR / SSIM PSNR / SSIM
Bicubic 24.82 / 0.58 19.98 / 0.55 25.33 / 0.78 22.91 / 0.54 23.25 / 0.62
SRCNN[5] 25.46 / 0.65 21.08 / 0.65 27.16 / 0.84 24.05 / 0.66 24.47 / 0.71
SRGAN[26] 25.30 / 0.64 21.04 / 0.64 26.55 / 0.81 23.69 / 0.62 24.16 / 0.68
RDN[51] 25.59 / 0.66 20.99 / 0.63 27.19 / 0.83 24.05 / 0.66 24.49 / 0.70
BRCN[15] 25.46 / 0.64 21.10 / 0.64 27.06 / 0.84 24.03 / 0.65 24.44 / 0.70
VESPCN[3] 25.55 / 0.66 21.07 / 0.65 27.17 / 0.84 24.08 / 0.67 24.50 / 0.71
FSTRN(ours) 25.76 / 0.68 21.36 / 0.68 27.57 / 0.85 24.21 / 0.67 24.76 / 0.72
Table 3: Comparison of the PSNR and SSIM results on vid4 [29] sequences by Bicubic, SRCNN[5], SRGAN[26], RDN[51],
BRCN[15], VESPCN[3], and our FSTRN with scale factor 4.
HR / PSNR / SSIM Bicubic / 19.99 / 0.53 SRCNN / 21.08 / 0.61 SRGAN / 21.07 / 0.61
RDN / 21.04 / 0.60 BRCN / 21.15 / 0.62 VESPCN / 21.06 / 0.62 FSTRN / 21.40 / 0.65
Figure 6: Visual comparisons of the super-resolution results for video Calendar on ×4 upscaling factor.
HR / PSNR / SSIM Bicubic / 25.25 / 0.75 SRCNN / 27.06 / 0.81 SRGAN / 26.47 / 0.79
RDN / 27.10 / 0.80 BRCN / 26.97 / 0.81 VESPCN / 26.98 / 0.81 FSTRN / 27.39 / 0.82
Figure 7: Visual comparisons of the super-resolution results for video Walk on ×4 upscaling factor.
HR / PSNR / SSIM Bicubic / 25.57 / 0.73 SRCNN / 27.44 / 0.78 SRGAN / 27.13 / 0.78
RDN / 27.56 / 0.78 BRCN / 27.23 / 0.78 VESPCN / 27.88 / 0.80 FSTRN / 28.22 / 0.82
Figure 8: Visual comparisons of the super-resolution results for video Turbine on ×4 upscaling factor.
HR / PSNR / SSIM Bicubic / 33.68 / 0.93 SRCNN / 34.36 / 0.93 SRGAN / 33.76 / 0.93
RDN / 34.68 / 0.93 BRCN / 34.25 / 0.93 VESPCN / 34.58 / 0.94 FSTRN / 35.08 / 0.94
Figure 9: Visual comparisons of the super-resolution results for video Fan on ×4 upscaling factor.
